ANU Webinar Week program: 22 – 26 June 2020

ANU College of Business & Economics

Management at ANU

Dr Andrew Bradly, ANU College of Business & Economics
3 – 4pm AEST Monday 22 June

Join staff from the Research School of Management at the ANU College of Business and Economics for this exclusive webinar to learn about:

- Information on our teaching and research strengths and why you should choose Management at ANU
- Our engagement with industry and the opportunities available to students studying Management
- Key staff in the Research School of Management
- Tips and advice for new commencing students

Our academic staff will be available live to answer any questions about you why should choose Management at ANU

Register now

Finance, Actuarial Studies and Statistics at ANU

Associate Professor Steve Sault
3 – 4pm AEST Tuesday 23 June

Join staff from the Research School of Finance, Actuarial Studies and Statistics at the ANU College of Business and Economics for this exclusive webinar to learn about:

- Information on our teaching and research strengths and why you should study Finance, Actuarial Studies and Statistics at ANU
- Our engagement with industry and the opportunities available to students studying programs in Finance, Actuarial Studies and Statistics
- Key staff in the Research School of Finance, Actuarial Studies and Statistics
- Tips and advice for new commencing students

Our academic staff will be available live to answer any questions about why you should choose Finance, Actuarial Studies and Statistics at ANU

Register now
Accounting at ANU

Associate Professor Louise Lu
3 – 4pm AEST Wednesday 24 June

Join staff from the Research School of Accounting at the ANU College of Business and Economics for this exclusive webinar to learn about:

- Information on our teaching and research strengths and why you should study Accounting at ANU
- How ANU will prepare you for professional accreditation in the Accounting industry
- Our engagement with industry and the opportunities available to students studying Accounting
- Key staff in the Research School of Accounting
- Tips and advice for new commencing students

Our academic staff will be available live to answer any questions about why you should choose Accounting and ANU.

Register now

Welcome to CBE for commencing students

Dr Bronwen Whiting and Associate Professor Vinh Lu
4 – 5pm AEST Thursday 25 June

Join Associate Dean (Education) Dr Bronwen Whiting and Associate Dean (Advancement and Engagement) Associate Professor Vinh Lu from the ANU College of Business and Economics for this special webinar covering a number of topics:

- Remote learning and the CBE virtual teaching environment
- How to enrol in your courses
- The range of virtual careers and employability services
- The CBE Student experience and opportunities to engage with your fellow students virtually
- Support services available for CBE students

If you have a question you’d like to ask you can submit this prior or we will be taking live questions during the webinar.

We look forward to seeing you there!

Register now
Economics at ANU

Dr Dana Hanna

3 – 4pm AEST Friday 26 June

Join staff from the Research School of Economics at the ANU College of Business and Economics for this exclusive webinar to learn about:

- Information on our teaching and research strengths and why you should choose Economics at ANU
- Our engagement with industry and the opportunities available to students studying Economics
- Key staff in the Research School of Economics
- Tips and advice for new commencing students

Our academic staff will be available live to answer any questions about why should choose Economics at ANU.

Register now
Computing at ANU

Josh Milthorpe, ANU College of Economics & Computer Science
4 – 5pm AEST Monday 22 June
From interactive lab demonstrations and classrooms to live coding exercises, our conveners and tutors can do virtually anything.
Join us for this webinar to learn how we’ve adapted our world-leading ANU computing courses for remote delivery in Semester 2 2020.

Register now

Engineering at ANU

Nan Yang and Ankur Sharma
6 - 7pm AEST Monday 22 June
From interactive lab demonstrations and classrooms to live engineering workshops, our conveners and tutors can do virtually anything.
Join us for this webinar to learn how we’ve adapted our world-leading ANU engineering courses for remote delivery in Semester 2 2020.

Register now
Environmental Student Experience

Md Kamruzzaman and Hongzhang Xu
5 – 6pm AEST Tuesday 23 June
Join us for a Student Experience webinar about what it is like to study Environment, Forestry, Agricultural Innovation and Environmental Sciences at ANU. Hear from current students Md Kamruzzaman and Hongzhang Xu about their experiences and ask them any questions you may have.

Register now

Psychology Student Experience

Yushi Wang and Samuel Moorby
5 – 6pm AEST Wednesday 24 June
Join us for a Student Experience webinar about what it is like to study Clinical Psychology and Professional Psychology at ANU. Hear from our current students Yushi Wang and Samuel Moorby about their experiences and ask them any questions you may have.

Register now

Earth Sciences Student Experience

Emily Oborski and Baoyi Huang
5 – 6pm AEST Thursday 25 June
Join us for a Student Experience webinar about what it is like to study Earth Sciences at ANU. Hear from current students, Emily Oborski and Baoyi Huang about their experiences and ask them any questions you may have.

Register now
Dr Bethwyn Evans, Lecturer, Linguistics, School of Culture, History and Language

Dr Bethwyn Evans is a Lecturer in the Linguistics Department at the ANU College of Asia and the Pacific.

Dr Evans’ research focus is historical and comparative linguistics and how language can be a window on the linguistic and non-linguistic past.

Her current project focuses on the documentation and description of several languages of southern Bougainville, including Nasioi, Torau and Nagovisi.

Dr Maria Tanyag, Research Fellow, Department of International Relations

Maria is a Research Fellow/Lecturer in the Department of International Relations at the ANU College of Asia and the Pacific.

Prior to joining ANU, Maria was a postdoctoral research fellow at the Monash Centre for Gender, Peace and Security. She was also a University Scholar at the University of the Philippines-Diliman.

Dr Tanyag’s research interests include global politics of sexual and reproductive health, global political economy and social reproduction in crisis settings, feminist critiques of postconflict and postdisaster crisis response and feminist methodologies in IR.

Dr Lauren Richardson, Director of Studies, Asia-Pacific College of Diplomacy

Lauren Richardson is Director of Studies and Lecturer at the Asia-Pacific College of Diplomacy. Previously she taught Northeast Asian Relations at the University of Edinburgh.

Dr Richardson has been a visiting fellow at the Japan Institute of International Affairs and Keio University, a recipient of the Prime Minister’s Australia-Asia Award (2011), and a participant in the US-Korea NextGen Scholars Program (2015-16) and the German Marshall Fund’s Young Strategist Forum (2019).

Her research focuses on the role of non-state actors in shaping diplomatic interactions in Northeast Asia, particularly Japan-Korea relations.

Register now

Public Policy, Environmental Policy and Economic Policy
3 – 4pm AEST Thursday 25 June

**Associate Professor Ben Hillman, Director, Policy and Governance Program**

Associate Professor Ben Hillman is a political scientist, public policy researcher and advisor at the Crawford School of Public Policy.

Ben has spent more than 10 years living and working in China and Indonesia and is author or editor of five books on public policy and governance in those countries. He also has experience working in Japan, Bangladesh, Myanmar, Lebanon, Nicaragua and Ukraine. Ben has worked as an advisor to the United Nations and to national governments on governance reform, political inclusion, and conflict.

His research examines policies and mechanisms for promoting political inclusion and safeguarding minority rights. Ben also researches politics and public administration in the People’s Republic of China.

**Associate Professor Sango Mahanty, Director, Resources Environment and Development Program**

Associate Professor Sango Mahanty is a human geographer and study the politics of social and environmental change.

Dr Mahanty’s current research on how communities and civil society cope with dramatic processes of disruption or “rupture” is highly relevant to sudden crises such as COVID-19, especially the different ways in which these can impact diverse groups in society.

Dr Mahanty’s areas of expertise include Human Geography, Studies of Asian Society, Natural Resource Management and Environment Policy. Her research interests include political ecology, agrarian change, development studies and Mainland Southeast Asia.

**Professor Ligang Song, Professor of Economics**

Professor Ligang Song is Professor of Economics and Head of the Amdt-Corden Department of Economics at the Crawford School of Public Policy.

Professor Song’s research interests include international economics, institutional economics, development economics and policy studies, and the Chinese economy.

The COVID-19 pandemic broke out at the time when there were heightened uncertainties in the global economy at the turn of the second decade of the 21st century. Professor Song is seeking to understand how these uncertainties can provide an important background for analysing the impact of the pandemic on the global economy.

Register now

**National Security and Strategic Studies**

6 – 7pm AEST Thursday 25 June

**Professor Rory Medcalf, Head, National Security College**

Professor Rory Medcalf has been Head of the National Security College (NSC) at the Australian National University since January 2015.

His professional background involves three decades of experience across diplomacy, intelligence analysis, think tanks, academia and journalism, including as founding Director of the International Security Program at the Lowy Institute from 2007 to 2015.
Professor Medcalf’s research interests include, but are certainly not limited to; Australian security, defence and foreign policy; the development of an integrated Australian national security policy and narrative, including in the context of post-COVID-19 recovery.

**Dr Sue Thompson, Academic Convener and Senior Lecturer**

Dr Sue Thompson has extensive experience in academia, government, the media and the non-government sector.

Prior to joining the ANU, Dr Thompson was the research coordinator at the Australian Civil Military Centre, in the Australian Department of Defence, working on complex issues of coordinating civil, military and police personnel in conflict zones, disaster relief missions, post-conflict reconstruction and peacekeeping missions.

Her research specialisation examines the history of regional cooperation in Southeast Asia during the Cold War with a focus on foreign and defence policy influences in the post-war evolution of Southeast Asian regionalism.

**Dr Jean Bou, Senior Lecturer, Strategic and Defence Studies Centre**

Dr Jean Bou is a lecturer in the Strategic and Defence Studies Centre at the Australian National University, where he has worked since 2006.

Prior to joining ANU, Dr Bou was a historian in the Military History Section of the Australian War Memorial. He is the author or co-editor of several books on Australian military history.

Dr Bou has a particular interest Australian military history from before federation to today, with an emphasis on aspects of late-colonial/early federation defence, the First and Second World Wars
Join our Associate Dean of Education, Dr Geoff Hinchcliffe as he talks to you about what the ANU College of Arts and Social Sciences has to offer you. Dr Hinchcliffe will be joined by a current ANU student who will give insights on what it has been like to study remotely with ANU during the COVID-19 pandemic. You can expect tips on how to get the most from this new and temporary way of learning, and have the chance to ask any questions. We will equip you with all of the information you need so that you can confidently accept your offer, join us remotely in the short term, and hopefully join us as soon as possible on campus.

Register now
ANU College of Law

ANU LLM Student Experience

Dr Phillipa Ryan, Ashley Rogge and Nicole King

6 – 7pm AEST Wednesday 24 June

This webinar is intended for ANU Law program offer holders and new students joining our programs in Semester 2, 2020. We will give you a brief overview of the benefits of studying our programs, provide insight into what online learning at ANU Law looks like, and answer your queries. Please feel free to send us your questions in advance or get in contact with us directly at enquiries.law@anu.edu.au if you’re unable to join us this time.

Register now
PhD at ANU

Graduate Research Office (GRO) and International Student Recruitment

3 -4 pm AEST Tuesday 23 June

Postgraduate research students at ANU are mentored by world-leading experts. They have access to state-of-the-art research facilities and become part of a supportive community and culture of discovery.

In this presentation designed for International Students, staff from the Graduate Research Office (GRO) will explain every step of pursuing a High Degree Research (HDR) at the Australian National University. When to apply? How to find a supervisor?

Register now and join this webinar to find out how start your journey towards a PhD at ANU.

Register now
Student life at ANU

ANU Clubs & Societies

4 – 5pm AEST Tuesday 23 June
Join Student webinar and find more about PARSA (Postgraduate & Research Student Association) & ANU Sport. PARSA is a peak student association body on campus and supports students with advocacy & community building through their program and services. While ANU Sport is a thriving student and community sport and recreation organisation at ANU.
Talk to their representatives and know more about these vibrant and diverse student associations.

Register now

Student Life

4 – 5pm AEST Wednesday 24 June
Ever wondered how it is to study online during COVID times, what it looks like to live on-campus during the self-isolation phase and how the community is engaging with the students and making everyone feel safe and connected.
Talk to our panel of current students and know their side of the story.

Register now

Set4ANU

4 – 5pm AEST Friday 26 June
Set4ANU is a fun, free program designed to prepare students to excel at the Australian National University through holistic support during the first semester orientation and transition period. This encompasses both O-Week events and the semester-long Set4ANU Mentoring program. Talk to Set4ANU representatives to find more.

Register now
ANU Careers

5 – 6pm AEST Friday 26 June
Thinking about what your career path looks like. Talk to our career consultant and find about job
application & interviews. Get some professional tips on planning your career. Understand about
employer’s requirement and Australian job market. Join the session to find out more.

Register now

International Student Recruitment Drop-in sessions

Have a question about ANU? Drop in and speak to one of the International Student Recruitment team.
Register now at the links below or drop in on the day.

4.30 – 5.30pm AEST Monday 22 June – Register now
4.30 – 5.30pm AEST Wednesday 24 June – Register now
4.30 – 5.30pm AEST Friday 26 June - Register